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living

LEE INDUSTRIES brings a new standard of beauty and function to outdoor living.

known for almost fifty years for stylish and earth-friendly upholstery
innovations, LEE can now add outdoor furniture to its list of accolades for
the made in the USA brand. and, as always, with the fresh, innovative styling that
is characteristically LEE.
LEE’S UNCOVERED COLLECTION IS FULLY upholstered outdoor furniture that

combines sophistication and style, built to withstand the natural elements.
Now you can bring the comforts of indoor living, outdoors! The simple
lines of UNCOVERED are understated and well thought out, adding style and
grace in ways that complement the hardscape and landscape, working well
with the environment.
with LEE, you know you have made a smart investment–you selected a brand
that does its homework. it’s a brand that stakes it’s name on creating custom
style without sacrificing quality. with outdoor performance and fashion
forward style.
LEE UNCOVERED is constructed for maximum performance, all materials used

are meticulously selected AND ENGINEERED for functionality. designed with
mildew resistance and drainaige in mind, reticulated, open cell foam is used
for cushions and seat deck while back cushions and pillows are filled with
outdoor recycled fiber in a waterproof ticking. open intersection webbing is
used on seat to allow draining and seat decks slope to the rear with A drain
built into the frame. With vision, dedication and innovation, Lee’s made in
the USA UNCOVERED outdoor collection uses performance fabrics that are
fade, stain, water, uv, and mildew resistant. the dining chairs contain a
synthetic polymer caster that is durable and impervious to water. styles
using RUST-RESISTANT aluminum feet withstand outdoor elements. Canopy
poles and brackets are powder coated steel, whicH emit no voc’s and is
exceptionally resilient.
whether dining by moonlight, entertaining poolside, or lounging on
the terrace, LEE UNCOVERED is perfect for all outdoor locations. LEE MAKES
OUTDOOR LIVNG SO EASY, ALL YOU HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT IS THE GUEST LIST.

LEE UNCOVERED– BELIEVE IT, ENJOY IT

OUTDOORS

